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Carpenter / Joiner – Event Scenic Workshop Manager 

 

The Company: 

 

Light Motif is a London based full-service event production company, providing creative specialised 

solutions and technical equipment for a wide range of high profile live events. 

We couple this with consistent and reliable delivery of each element. 

 

We work in some of London’s most exclusive high-end events venues with some of the world’s most 

prestigious brands. Venues we work in (click here) 

 

We provide technical production (lighting, sound, AV, custom scenery, furniture, graphics etc) to a 

range of high-profile events. The work is fast paced (install times of 45 minutes are not uncommon) 

and diverse in scale but offers a chance to be part of some of the most prestigious events in London. 

 

As a rapidly growing team we can also offer many routes for internal promotion, as well as the 

opportunity to experience a number of different aspects of the business.  

Following a successful period of development of the company and a relocation to larger premises, 

Light Motif have a number of opportunities available to join their dynamic team. 

 

The Role: 

 

We have an opportunity for a self-motivated & dependable individual with an eye for detail to join 

our dynamic team, in the capacity of a lead joiner / carpenter in our scenic workshop.   

 

This key role takes overall responsibility for the operation of the company’s scenic workshop; covering 

equipment, procedures and personnel. The role is hands-on and requires a high level of involvement 

in the delivery of the company’s services, coupled with the organisational elements of the position. 

 

The role would suit an individual with skills, interest and experience in carpentry, joinery and also 

painting, covering and basic metalworking.  You will have experience with a wide range of workshop 

machinery and tools, as well as demonstrable practical skills and ability.  You may have previous 

experience within kitchen fitting, exhibition stand building or similar environments. 

 

This role involves taking responsibility for the manufacture of scenic items & staging, to the designs of 

the projects department, taking an involvement in the entire process. Due to the seasonal nature of 

the events industry, in quieter months this role may also involve some work in our sister Installations 

company, undertaking construction carpentry, joinery, kitchen fitting etc.. 

 

The role will be primarily based in our scenic workshop in Bellingham, London SE6.  You will also spend 

an amount of time on-site at venues around London and the UK.  The nature of the events industry 

will involve an amount of work outside of standard business hours. 

 

Remuneration: £30,000 to £35,000 PA 

 

Please apply including a covering letter and a CV to: 

 

Rob Mills, Managing Director, Light Motif Ltd: 

careers@lightmotif.co.uk 

 

 


